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It may be aPPropriate to start this note by commenting upon the relative

roles ot arbitration and legal proceedings in the settlement of disputes arising

in connexion with international sales of gOOds.

Clearly there can be no resort to arbitration unless the parties agree to

arbitration; in the absence of any agreement to arbitrate any dispute can only

be resolved by legal proceedings. Arbitration clauses are, however, very commonly

employ~d in international trade and their efficacy is much enhanced by certain

international conventions, in particular by the 1923 "Geneva" Protocol on

Arbitration C1s,uses, the 1930 "Genevall Convention on the Enforcement of Foreign

Arbitral Awards and the 1958 "New York" Convention on the Registration and

Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards. The fact that the 1930 and 1958

Conventions ·make it easier in many cases to enf'orce an arbit'ration award abroad

than to enforce a legal jUdgement, while important, does not have much direct

relevance to the subject matter of this note. But it is submitted that the

practical effect of the 1923 Protocol and article II of the 1958 Convention

(which both deal with the recognition of arbitration clauses) is of considerable

relevance. Their effect. is to bar recourse to the courts in cases where there

is an agreement to arbitrate to which the relevant international instrument
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applies and to force the parties to abide by their chosen alternative of

arbitratioIl. Both the international instruments have been very widely accepted

so that the provisions w question are applicable to a considerable proportion of

international commerce. Consequently, it can properly be said that in relation

to many international transactions arbitration is substituted for legal

proceedings as the means of settling disputes.

In these circumstances, it is thought that the appropriate basic principle

to be adopted in the Convention is that the running of time should have the same

effect in relation to the institution of arbitration proceedings as it does

in relation to legal proceedings and, conversely, that the institution of

arbitration proceedings should affect the running of time in the same manner as

the institution of legal proceedings. This is the principle adopted in the

United Kingdom draft Convention.

It is, however, for consideration whether divergencies betwe~n the law and

practice a,pplicable to arbitration proceedings and the law and practice applicable

to legal proceedings call for some special provisions in relation to arbitration.

In this connexion the Group may wish to consider whether problems arise:

(a) From the freedom parties enjoy in framing arbitration agreements;

Cb) From the private character of arbitration.

(a) Prob~~arising from the freedom parties enjoy in framing arbitration
~€£,~~~\ents

As to (a), it is well known that the contractual provision IIU;l.de as respects

the settlement of disputes by arbitration varies widely. For example, the

arbitration clause in one contract may simply state that "all differences arising

out of the contract shall be submitted to arbitrationll
, another contract may

incorporate by reference or set out expressly detailed rules governing any

arbitration proceedings which may be occasioned by a dispute over the contract,

while a third may nominate the arbitrators without partiCUlariZing as to the

procedure. The r..et result is that the steps to be ta~en to get an arbitration

under v."ay may vary from case to case. This situation is likely to cause

difficulty if there is occasion (as seems very likely) to refer in the Convention

to the institution of arbitration proceedings. It is suggested that there will be
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need to define the event or events which are to constitute the institution of such

proceedings for the purposes of the Convention. No comparable difficulty artses

in relation to the institution of legal proceedings as there is normally a

standard, procedure in every jurisdiction for instituting legal proceedings and the
, ' . .

actual step which is relevant in relation to the running of time is generally

already settled as a matter of domestic law. The existence of divergencies in

the legal procedures ~pplicable in different ju:r;-isdictions and in the acts which

affect the running of time must, it is thought, be accepted for the purposes
• • I • 1"

of the Convention: but .'there seems no reason why a uniform rule should not apply

to define the action towards settlement .by arbitration which is to be significant

in relation to the running of time. Articles 9.2~ 9.3 and 9.4 of the United

Kingdom draft Convention select certain acts by the claimant which are obvious

and are all directed towards the defendant (and not, for example, the arbitrator),.

They take account of possible variations in the provision made on the original

contract and seek to uphold any provision made by the parties • They take account

of the possibility that the defendant has disappeared or that anJr notice sent

by post may be delayed in transit. It may also be noted that basically the rules

proposed in the United Kingdom draft also aim at a result which it is thought

must be secured,namely, that a claimant must always be able to do some act

which interrupts or suspends the running of time notwithstanding that the

arbitration ·agreement is such that there is no arbitrator, the claimant is unable

to appoint one without the concurrence of the other party and the defendant

cannot be traced. It would be unthinkable if a prospective defendant could

in such circumstances disappear for a short while with a view to availing

himself of a plea that the claim was time b~rred.

The Group will no doubt consider whether the United Kingdom draft reflects

the appropriate procedure in all jurisdictions when, for example, no arbitrator

is appointed by the initial agreement. If the appropriate procedure i~, for

example, to call upon the court to appoint without the concurrence of the

other party, some redrafting may be called for.

A second difficulty which arises in connexion with limitation and

arbitration in England, if not generally, stems from the use of a form of

arbitration clause which postpones all legal clauses until such time as an
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arbitration award has been made. The type of c;l.ause is normally referred to as a

lIScott v Avery t:ause". The occS:sion for such clauses, which can obviously have

an impact in relation t'othe r~ing of time, is a rule that one cannot oust

the jurisdiction vi' thecourls by agreement. In short, a clause prOviding that

no legal proceedings shall be'br~ught in respect of any disput'e arising under

a contract but th..t all' such d.~sputes shall be settled by arbitration does not

serve to prevent one of the parties suing or to prevent the courts from

instituting legal ·proceedings. The Eliglish courts are' free to ignore' arbitration

cla1"~s'e~ '(except clauses fully ~ithin the 1923 Geneva ITotocol to which t}:J.e

Unitt:.d Kinq:tlom 1R party) and, do from time to time ignore them when they consider

that it ~lC:L:Ld be better if the dispute was settled by the court because, for

exatilple, tile case involves very complicated questions of law or allegations of

franc.•

A claJ:,se postponing all legal claims until such time as an 3,:;.~~)i,-.;ration

award bas been made is, however, generally valid and. is sometimes employed.

It is t.'1ou.ght that it would be appropriate 'to provide in allY C0nvention
, , .

that cl&uses ~f ~his type are not to affect the application of the rules of the

ConventioL. i~reiation to the running of time, e.g. that there should be no

question of the commencement of the limitation period being deferred until an

arbitration award was secured. The United Kingdom draft convention does this

(ar'~icle '~\.5).

Yet a third question for consideration UDaer the heading arises from the

form of clause barring all legal claimsuniess arbitration proceedings are

instituted within a specific period following a particular contractual event,

e.g. within tIll"ee months of delivery of the goods. One actual example of this

type of' clG,:'m Occurs in the internationally employed Centrocon form of

charter-party.

This type of clause is in effect no more than a 'particUlar example of the

shortening of the limitation period of agreement. The United Kingdom draft

Con-.-ention maintains the right of the parties to shorten the'limitation period.

by agreement. Accordingly no express provision is made to qualify the type of

clauses of this type. In domestic law, English courts enjoy a discretion to

extend the period for instituting arbitration proceedings if undue hardship
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would otherwise result~ It is not thought that a discretionary provision o~

this type is at all appropriate ~or J3,n international convention.

(b) Problems arising from the priv~ character o~ arbitration

An arbitration award is not normally en~orceable except after some form of

judicial examination. In some countries J;:e,rties to arbitration proceedings may

ask the courts to supervise the proceedings at any stage or may ask the courts to

set aside awards in cases where the machinery o~ private justice has ~ailed or

proved inadequate or defective.

There seems no need to examine all these various possibilities in detail

for present purposes. It is thought that it 'tvill suffice simply to take account

of the fact that there is a much higher risk that arbitration proceedings ~~ll

ulti~~te1y prove abortive than that legal proceedings will do so. There is

therefore an a~gument that the Convention should take account of the possibility

and that p':"ovision should be made whereby time spent in abortive arbitration

proceedings is disregarded in computing the limit>ation period" w"hether as respects

the institutio~ of ~urther arbitration proceedings or of legal proceedings.

Article 14.2 o~ the United Kingdom dra~t Convention covers this point by

providing that the period shall not expire be~ore a date one year after the

relevant court order was made.




